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Hall of Fame Hall of Shame



Scenario: a friend contacted me and I wanted to add his cell 

number to my iPhone address book

1. Received incoming 
phone call from friend

2. Open recent call list and 
see number. Click on top 
number.

3. Info screen for phone 
number opens. Scroll 
down to contact 
management area.

4. Not sure if friend is 
already a contact (I have 
his email); Click “Add to 
Existing Contact”



5. Start typing in friend’s 
name to see if it is in 
contact list.

6. Instead, I get this screen. 7. So, I have to click cancel 
& go back to this screen. 
Then, click on “Create new 
contact” (and the info I just 
typed is lost)

8. Finally, I can add my 
friend by retyping the 
name.



5. Start typing in friend’s 
name to see if it is in 
contact list.

6. Instead, I get this screen. 7. So, I have to click cancel 
& go back to this screen. 
Then, click on “Create new 
contact” (and the info I just 
typed is lost)

8. Finally, I can add my 
friend by retyping the 
name.

How Could We Redesign the UI to Fix This?



5. Start typing in friend’s 
name to see if it is in 
contact list.

6. Instead, I get this screen. 7. So, I have to click cancel 
& go back to this screen. 
Then, click on “Create new 
contact” (and the info I just 
typed is lost)

8. Finally, I can add my 
friend by retyping the 
name.

Add “Bill G” to Contacts…

Add “Bill” to Contacts…

Have contextual menu come up 
when few or no contacts found 
with that name



Is it fixed in iOS7?



1. Received incoming 
phone call from friend

2. Open recent call list and 
see number. Click on top 
number.

3. Info screen for phone 
number opens. Scroll down 
to contact area.

4. Not sure if friend is 
already a contact (I have his 
email); Click “Add to 
Existing Contact”



5. Start typing in friend’s 
name to see if it is in 
contact list.

6. Instead, I get this screen. 7. So, we have to click 
cancel and click on “Create 
new contact” (and the info I 
just typed is lost)

8. Finally, I can add my 
friend by retyping the 
name.



Assignments

Midterm Exam

– Finished grading. Avg: 75%; Max=108/106; Min=43/106

IA08 Android II.

– Trying to finish these today

TA05 Interactive Prototype: Due 4/19

– Today, we’ll work in class on these.

– In class on 4/19, will conduct a demo+critique session with a 

paired team

– By EOD 4/19, submit a two-page report

Use the Calendar feature in Canvas to see all upcoming assignments and deadlines



Activity 1: Find UI Examples of Norman’s Principles

Norman’s Usability Principles
Visibility: Make controls visible

Affordance: Use affordances as perceptual cues

Feedback: Provide feedback on user actions

Mapping: Make mapping between controls & result clear

Constraint: Use constraints to reduce confusion & errors

Consistency: Allow users to transfer prior knowledge

Steps

Search for positive & negative 

examples of Norman’s principles

Insert screenshots into the Google 

Doc. Provide annotations and a 

rationale.

Label your slide with your name(s)

Work with a partner or by yourself: https://goo.gl/Nx2n2E. 

https://goo.gl/Nx2n2E


Taking Screenshots on Mac/Windows

Mac

To take a screenshot of part of your 

screen and store it in the clipboard:

command + shift + control + 4

To take a screenshot of a window, 

press command + shift + 4. Press 

space bar. Move camera icon over 

window to highlight. Click mouse. 

Image stored as .png file on desktop

Windows

To take screenshot of entire screen, 

press the ‘PrtScn’ button.

To take screenshot of a window, 

press alt + prtscn button. A 

screenshot of the current in-focus 

window will be stored in the 

clipboard.

Source: http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/take-screen-capture-print-screenSource: https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201361

http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/take-screen-capture-print-screen
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201361


Activity 1: Find UI Examples of Norman’s Principles

Norman’s Usability Principles
Visibility: Make controls visible

Affordance: Use affordances as perceptual cues

Feedback: Provide feedback on user actions

Mapping: Make mapping between controls & result clear

Constraint: Use constraints to reduce confusion & errors

Consistency: Allow users to transfer prior knowledge

Work with a partner or by yourself: https://goo.gl/Nx2n2E. 

Control is visible and has an 
interaction signifier that 
affords gripping or pulling

This “grip” is call knurling and 
comes from the physical world 
of interaction design.

https://goo.gl/Nx2n2E


What Are We Missing Here?

Norman’s Usability Principles
Visibility: Make controls visible

Affordance: Use affordances as perceptual cues

Feedback: Provide feedback on user actions

Mapping: Make mapping between controls & result clear

Constraint: Use constraints to reduce confusion & errors

Consistency: Allow users to transfer prior knowledge



What Are We Missing Here?

Norman’s Usability Principles
Visibility: Make controls visible

Affordance: Use affordances as perceptual cues

Feedback: Provide feedback on user actions

Mapping: Make mapping between controls & result clear

Constraint: Use constraints to reduce confusion & errors

Consistency: Allow users to transfer prior knowledge

Aesthetics!

The more intangible aspects of an 

interface. Beauty. Grace. Elegance. 

Fluidity. Emotional qualities.



Activity 2: Find Aesthetic UI Examples

What makes a design feel beautiful? Why?

What are the design primitives that underlie this beauty?

Does aesthetic matter? Why?

How does Norman’s Usability Principles relate to Aesthetics?

Work with a partner or by yourself: https://goo.gl/cPYywX. 

https://goo.gl/cPYywX


The Principles of Beauty in UI

Geometry (Shape relationships)

Layout

Symmetry

Balance

Use of whitespace (negative space)

Color

Consistency/symmetry

Contrast

Typography

Iconography
----

Pictures

Unique

Minimalism

Natural

What design primitives underlie our perceptions of beautiful interfaces? Filled in by class.



The Principles of Beauty in UI

Graphic design principles

Layout

Hierarchy

Iconography

Typography

Color

Consistency/unity

Animation principles

What design primitives underlie our perceptions of beautiful interfaces?



TA05 Interactive Prototype v1 Worktime

Think about usability principles

Think about aesthetics

I’ll walk around room and answer questions



TA05 Interactive Prototype v1 Checkin

I can answer questions

I can help teams with github



Dark Palette



Light Palette



Light Palette



Light Palette


